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INTRODUCTION
The CENTAUR 2B mission, a dual payload program, is in many aspects the same as the
previous missions from Cape Perry and Norway in 1985. The principal investigator is Dr. David
Winningham of Southwest Research Institute (SwRI). It is planned that these payloads will be
launched from Andoya, Norway, November of 1989 from the Universal II launcher. The
payloads are identical, but will be launched at different azimuths as far north and as far west as
possible. The 17-inch diameter payloads will house a total of nine different instruments, a
horizon sensor, an attitude control system, a three-link telemetry section, and a forward eject
nose-cone with a lateral eject ogive system. Payload weight is approximately 450 pounds with
an overall length of 130 inches.
Particle experiments include the angular resolving energy analyzer (AREA), the fast ion
mass spectrometer (FIMS), the spectrographic particle imager (SPI), and finally, the differential
ion flux probe (DIFP). SwRI is responsible for the scientific payload, which includes the power
supplies, the power supply interfacing, the manipulating of the data from the instruments to
format it for the telemetry system, all mechanical structure and restraint mechanisms, and the
payload subskin. SwRI is also responsible for the AREA, FIMS and the SPI scientific
instruments.
PROJECT STATUS
A project design review was held January 31, 1989 at Wallops Space Flight Center and
was attended by Wallops personnel as well as SwRI personnel. A copy of the design review
notes is included as the Appendix.
A brief synopsis of the status of the CENTAUR payloads can be found in the following
lists.
1. All power supplies (low, voltage, high voltage and switching) have been built,
tested and integrated.
2. The power interface and data interface electronics have been built and tested.
They are in the process of being integrated with the PCM system at this time.
3. The GSE, the software for automated checkout during integration, and the special
purpose interface board for the PC are complete and checked out.
4. The cable harness for each of the payloads has been built and rung out.
5. Eighty percent of the miscellaneous brackets and mechanical parts of the payloads
have been machined.
6. The magnesium for the deckplates and the struts has been received. One set of
struts and deckplates has been machined, weight reduced, chem filmed, and
assembled.
As stated previously, Southwest Research is also responsible for three of the instruments
on the CENTAUR pay loads. The status of the AREA instrument is:
1. The electronics boards needed for one payload have been built and tested. The
boards for the second payload will be identical and thus will use the same layout
and simply need to be reproduced.
2. The mechanical parts have been designed and are ready to be machined.
3. The micro-channel plates for both payloads have been received by MSSL. and are
ready to be assembled with the analyzer here at SwRI.
4. The intra-instrument cabling and the connector interface box has been built and
tested for each of the payloads.
The status of the FTMS instrument is:
1. The electronics boards needed for both payloads are 90% complete. The testing
and integration of these boards is the main task remaining.
2. The flight software has been written. It is now being implemented and debugged.
3. The mechanical parts for both payloads are complete. The only mechanical task
remaining is final assembly.
4. The power supplies, low voltage, high voltage and switching, are 80% complete.
Final testing is anticipated to take 4 weeks.
5. Calibration of the flight instrument is scheduled to take 4 weeks.
The status of the SPI instrument is:
1. The instrument has been fully modeled using computer ray tracings and
simulations.
2. The mechanical layout of the instrument is approximately 80% complete.
CENTAUR Budget Status
The CENTAUR program was initially funded as a three-year grant. At this time, SwRI
has received funds for the first two years of the grant for the period of performance of December
1, 1986 through December 1, 1988. No funds have been received for the third year of funding.
As of March 1989, since no funds had been received and because the program had gone
approximately $226,000 negative, a stop-work order was put on the program by SwRI. Work
was continued into the third year in good faith, expecting to be funded by Wallops for the rest
of the grant as initially outlined. As stated previously, during this time period a project-wide
design review was held at WSFC on January 31, 1989, a full two months after the second year
period of performance and funding ended. The fact that the design review was held after the
second year funding cycle was complete inferred that third year funding would be received. As
of this date, none of that funding has been received, and SwRI has written-off the loss.
At this time, the CENTAUR payload, as well as the CENTAUR instruments are in storage
in the Instrumentation and Space Research Building and Southwest Research Institute, awaiting




35.011 UE & 35.026 UE
January 31, 1989































TO: Review Panel Members
FROM: 841.0/Head, Sounding Rocket Projects Branch
SUBJECT: Design Review for Black Brant X 35.011 CE and 35.026 CE
(Winningham/SwRI/Norway/November 1989)
A Design Review for 35.011 CE and 35.026 CE is scheduled for January 31 ,
1989, in the third floor conference room of Building E-108 at 0900 hours.
A panel comprised of the following persons is appointed to perform this
review:






The presentation agenda and personnel assignments for this review are given
in the enclosed memorandum.
The Review Chairman shall conduct the proceedings, establish action items







































TO: 841.0/Head, Sounding Rocket Projects Branch
FROM: 841.3/Attitude Control and Guidance Section
SUBJECT: Request for Design Review - 35.011 CE and 35.026 CE
It is requested that a Design Review for the subject payloads,
be scheduled for January 31, 1989 at 0900 hours in an appropriate
conference room.
























35.011 UE AND 35.026 UE
INTRODUCTION
Centaur II-B mission is in many aspects the same as the previous
missions from Cape Parry and Norway '85. The Principal
Investigator is Mr. David Winningham of Southwest Research
Institute.
It is planned that these payloads be flown from Andoya, Norway
November 1989 from the Universal-2 launcher. The payloads are
identical but will be launched at different azimuth as far North
and as far West as possible. The 17-inch payloads will house a
total of nine instruments and a Horizon Sensor, a Magnetic
Control System, a Telemetry Section with 3 TM links, FDM and a
forward eject nose cone with a L.E.O. System. Payload weight is
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Weight: The previous Centaur Payload of very
similar design had a weight of 418 Ibs.
Centaur IIB & C will increase in weight by
an estimated 21 Ibs. This is due to:
Experiment Section:
- additional PCM stack
- additional power supply complexity
- additional cabling for PCM
ACS/Telemetry Section:
- additional telemetry components
- additional skin length for S-band
antenna
- separate joint for ACS can
- battery pack for ACS can
- additional wiring
Weight Reducing
- Weight reduce struts
- Weight reduce electronics boxes
- Minimize staking and potting compounds
- Pay special attention to joint with Nika motor
C.G.
The C.G. of the previous payload was 43-3/4" up
form the top of the ACS can. With the additional
"skin" length for the S-band antenna, the C.G.
will probably be - 2" lower. The C.G. will be
measured during integration.
M.I.
The M.I. of the previous payload along the roll
2
axis with no booms extended was 1.918 slug-ft
2
With booms extended, the M.I. was 4.7 slug-ft .
On Centaur IIB & C, the SPS instrument which
deployed 12" radially, will be replaced by the
AREA instrument which only deploys 3". This
change should reduce the MI slightlyv
STRUCTURE
• Twelve 3/8 thick deckplates. Plates extensively weight
reduced.
• Four weight reduced aluminum gussets attaching DPI and
DP2.
• Four 1/2x1-1/2 magnesium struts attaching DP2 through
DP12. Struts extensively weight reduced.
• DPI through DPI 1 electrically isolated from 3 struts.
• Subskin between DP4 and DP12. Subskin electrically isolated
from three struts and deckplates DP4 through DPI 1.
• Four posts on top of DPI for FEOS ejection spring rest (500
pound force).
• O-ring around PI to support top of payload with FEOS.
• Four payload attach brackets (attached to DPI 2 and struts) at
bottom of payload.
• 1/16x1/2 electrically conductive rulon strips attached to
struts for FEOS glide from DP12 to DPI.
• Two similar Centaur payloads vibrated to BBV protoflight qual.
levels (19.1 GRMS) and launched with BBX in 1981. Primary
structural difference was the struts were aluminum.
• Another similar payload vibrated to vehicle level two (BBX)
levels (12.7 GRMS) and launched with BBX in 1985.
NOSECONE
Nosecone for 35.010 was a Bristol
Aerospace Limited 680-04028 FEOS
modified to allow ejection spring rest
at station 17.40.
INTERFACE WITH ACS CAN
Payload attach bracket 15-7616-227
will conform to requirements of WFF
drawing D-35-13477 as modified by
Bob Hickman via telecon on 5-23-84.
These brackets were successfully
used on the previous Centaur
payload.
Station 100 deckplate machined at
90° and 270° to clear cutter housings
as defined on WFF sketch received 5-
21-84.
DEPLOYABLES
• DCM sensor deployed forward on spring driven telescoping
mast. Sensor released by cutting cable with bellows squib
operated guillotine then mast released with trigger operated by
redundant bellows squibs.
• ACEF sensors deployed radially on drop-down mast by
centrifugal force and positioned on spring-operated swing-out
arms. Mast released simultaneously with ACEF and ACLP
masts then sensor released by a cable cut by a Holex 2800.
• ACLP sensor deployed radially on two-section hinged mast by
centrifugal force. Mast released simultaneously with ACEF and
ACM masts.
• , VEF sensors deployed radially on telescoping masts with spring
start and centrifugal force. Sensors are released by cutting
cable with Holex 2800 guillotine then masts are released with
trigger operated by redundant bellows squibs.
• DIFP sensors deployed radially on three-section slides by
centrifugal force. Slides are released by cutting cable with
Holex 2800 guillotine. Starter springs will be used.
• Area sensors deployed radially on single-section slides with
spring start and centrifugal force. Slides are released by
cutting restraint cable-with Holex 2800 guillotine.
CLEANLINESS CONTROL
- Payload Handled with white gloves.
- Payload maintained in an anti-
static bag during non-working
periods.
- Payload (including ACS) fabricated
with non-magnetic materials
where possible.
- Low outgassing material should be
used where possible.
- Payload purged with zero-grade
dry nitrogen.
Choice of Restraint Mechanisms
After much debate, it has been
decided by SwRI to continue to
use cable restraints. Reasons for
this include:
1.. Cable restraint mechanisms
are reliable and have flown on
countless missions.
2. Cable restraint mechanisms
are simple and thus
inexpensive.
3. Most importantly, the use of a
cable restraint mechanism is
the most light weight form of
restraint possible.
** 21 ' 39bd iyj.01 **
Methods to Ensure Reliability
of Restraint Mechanisms
1. The nylon coating on the
stainless steel cable will be
removed to assure a good metal-
to-metal crimp,
2. Two crimps will be used in all
locations for redundancy.
3. When possible, the restraint cable
complete with crimps, will be
assembled on a work bench
using a jig rather than in place
on the payload. This will ensure
more repeatability and higher
reliability.^
4. When possible, the restraint
cables will be pull tested to at













This report presents the results of a preflight mission analysis on the
following flight:
Name of Mission: Black Brant X 35.011 UE
Location of Launch Site: Andoya, Norway
Launcher: Universal II, 40 ft. rail travel
Proposed Date of Launch: December 1, 1989
Principal Scientific Investigator: Or. David Winningham, SWRI
Payload Manager: Mr. John van Overeem
Purpose of Mission: Ton acceleration studies.
Estimated Payload Weight: 439 Lbs
Predicted Apogee for Flight: 724.2 Km
Predicted Ballistic Impact Range for Flight: 768.1 Km
Minimum Rigid Static Margin for Flight and Time of Occurrence: 4.ft cal or
83.0 in at
O.n sec
8 7.Aerodynamic Heating Index: 1.68 x 10 ft-lb/ft"
Apogee-Altitude 2a Dispersion: 50.2 Km
2o Low Apogee Altitude: 674 Km
Impact-Range 2a Dispersion: 266.3 Km
The comprehensive success criteria is 400 Km horizontal travel above 500 Km
altitude. This is met by the nominal trajectory. The minimum success criteria
is 200 Km above 500 Km altitude which is met by the ?.a deviation from the
nominal trajectory. •-
SECTION 7 - LAUNCH VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
2.1 VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
Payload Configuration: Figure 2-1
Launch Configuration: Figure 2-2
2.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES













Weight - 439.00 Ib.
Length - 135.77 in.
CG - 82.77 in. TNT
IX - 3.00 slug-H2















V-BAND 9.00x1 0"9 0.00
H («—17.26"
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SECTION 3 - VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
3.1 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS RESULTS
Source: GEM 5-D
Launch Parameters: Paylaad Weight: 439 Lbs
After Nose Cone Separation: 386 Lhs
Launch Angles: 84° OE, 327° AZ
Launcher: Universal II, 40 ft rail travel
Launcher Latitude: 69.294186 Longitude: 16.020680
3.1.1 Nominal Trajectory
Nominal Events Sequence at Key Points of Flight: Table 3-1
Nominal Vehicle Performance: Figures 3-1 through 3-9
Apogee Altitude: 724.2 Km
Time at Apogee Altitude: 485 Sec
Ballistic Impact Range: 768.1 Km
Time at Ballistic Impact: 910 Sec
3.1.2 Aerodynamic Heating Index
Aerodynamic Heating Index: 1.68 x 108 ft-lb/ft?
3.1.3 Drag Separation Analysis
Drag Separation Analysis: Table 3-2
Source: ORGSEP - Drag Separation Analysis Program
3.1.4 Experimenter's Success Criteria
The comprehensive success criteria is 400 Km horizontal travel above 500 Km
altitude. This is met by the nominal trajectory. The minimum success criteria
is 200 Km above 500 Km altitude'~which is met by the ?a deviation from the
nominal trajectory.
Table 3-1. Black Brant X 35.011 HE
Nominal Sequence of Events

















Pwr On, DIFP ON
S/P Release
DCM Strap Release



































































































































































































































SPS & DIFP Deploy
ACLP, ACEF, ACM
Boom Deploy
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•Drag Separation Analysis. Version 1.
Vehicle l.d.: 35.011 12JAN88
Staging Event: TERRIER / 8BVC SEPARATION
Time « 4.400
Altitude = 2787.000 ft. Velocity = 1319.000 fps.
Q = 1904.207 psf. Mach No. = 1.193
Total Vehicle Thrusting Cd = 1.744, Sref = 1.525
Sustalner Coasting Cd = .813, Sref = 1.625
Total Vehicle Weight = 4932.000 Ib.
Sustalner-Weight = 4175.000 Ib.
Booster Acceleration - -3.80 g's
Sustalner Acceleration - -.60 g's
Separation Criterion = 3.00 g's
Delta Acceleration = 3.20 g's
SECTION 4 - STABILITY AND DYNAMICS
4.1 STABILITY ANALYSIS
4.1.1 Rigid Body Stability
Source: GEM
Xcg and Xcp vs. Time (launch configuration): Figure 4-1
Minimum Rigid Static Margin (launch configuration): 4.8 Cal @ 0 Sec
83 In
14% of vehicle length
Xcg and Xcp vs. Time (second stage): Figure 4-2
Minimum Rigid Static Margin (second stage): 5.3 Cal 0 38 Sec
92 In
21% of vehicle length
First and Second Stage Static Margin vs. Time: Figure 4-3
4.1.2 Flexible Body Stability




Pitch-Frequency/Ron-Rate History: Figure 4-4
Dynamic Pressure/Angle of Attack: Figure 4-5
Aerodynamic Load Indicator: Figure 4-6
Offsets, Misalignments, Eccentricities: Table 4-1
First Stage Fin-Cant Setting: ^90 Min
Second Stage Fin-Cant Setting: 21.5 Min
Roll Rate First Stage Burnout: 2.5 Cps
Roll Rate Second Stage Burnout: 3.5 Cps
BLflCK BRflNT X 35.026
439.00 « P/L S4.Q QE
1ST STG XCP 5 xCG
UE 17JRN89
283 RZ
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Table 3-2. Drag Separation Analysis
"Drag Separation Analysis. Version 1.0*
Vehicle f.d.: 35.011 12JAN88
Staging Event: TERRIER / BBVC SEPARATION
Time = 4.400
Altitude = 2787.000 ft. Velocity = 1319.000 fps.
Q = 1904.207 psf. Mach No. = 1.1S3
Total Vehicle Thrusting Cd = 1.744. Sref = 1.625
Sustainer Coasting Cd = .813, Sref = 1.625
Total Vehicle Weight = 4932.000 Tb.
Sustainer Ueight = 4175.000 Ib.
Booster Acceleration = -3.80 g's
Sustainer Acceleration = -.60 g's
Separation Criterion = 3.00 g's
Delta Acceleration = 3.20 g's
SECTION 4 - STABILITY AND DYNAMICS
4.1 STABILITY ANALYSIS
4.1.1 Rigid Body Stability
Source: GEM
Xcg and Xcp vs. Time (launch configuration): Figure 4-1
Minimum Rigid Static Margin (launch configuration): 4.R r.al & 0 Sec
83 In
14% of vehicle length
Xcg and Xcp vs. Time (second stage): Figure 4-?
Minimum Rigid Static Margin (second stage): 5.3 Cal fl 38 Sec
92 In
?1% of vehicle length
First and Second Stage Static Margin vs. Time: Figure 4-3
4.1.2 Flexible Body Stability




Pitch-Frequency/Roll-Rate History: Figure 4-4
Dynamic Pressure/Angle of Attack: Figure 4-5
Aerodynamic Load Indicator: Figure 4-6
Offsets, Misalignments, Eccentricities: Table 4-1
First Stage Fin-Cant Setting: 90 Min
Second Stage Fin-Cant Setting: 21.5 Min
Roll Rate First Stage Burnout: 2.5 Cps
Roll Rate Second Stage Burnout: 3.5 Cps
P.CK bRPNT X 3 5 . 0 1 1
439.00 .. P/L 64.0 QE






T I M E - SECONDS
14.0 5.0
Figure 4-1. First Stage Xcp and Xcg





BLRCK BRRNT X 35.011 UE 17JRM39
4 3 9 . 0 0 * P/l 8 M . O QE 327 flZ
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 Figure 4-3. First and Second Stage
;. Static Margin vs. Time
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CG Offset in Z Axis: +.23 in
Thrust Offset in Y Axis: -.23 in




CG Offset in Z Axis: +.23 in
Thrust Offset in Y Axis: -.?3 in
Thrust Offset in Z Axis: +.23 in
Tail Misalignment: .2°
Pitch/Roll Crossing Occurs at: 24.5 Sec
Pitch/Roll Crossing Frequency: 1.5 Cps
4.2.2 Despln Analysis
Source: Wallops Flight Facility Despin Program
Physical Properties/Roll-Rate Parameters: Table 4-2
Resulting Despin Weights Required (each): 119.8 grams/wt
Table 4-2. Black Brant X 35.011 UE
Despln of Payload, Physical
Properties and Roll-Rate
Parameters
Initial Roll Rate: 4.0 cps
Ixx of Payload and Motor Minus ~
Nose Cone: • 4.91 si-ft
Final Roll Rate: 2.04 cps
Cable Density: n.029 Ib/ft
Cable Length: 7.91 ft (1.75 wrap)
Wrap Radius: 0.713 ft
Required Despin Weight: .?64l lh/wt
(119.R gms/wt)
?
Ixx Rooms Stowed = ?.3 si-ft"
o
Ixx Booms Deployed = 4.7 si-ft"
Booms despin payload to 1 cps nominally.
Initial Roll Rate = 5 = Final = 1.25 cps
Initial Roll Rate = 3 = Final = 0.75 cps
SECTION fi - DISPERSION ESTIMATES
6.1 THEORETICAL DISPERSION
Source: "Theoretical Dispersion Study of First, Second, and Third Stages of
the Black Brant X Unguided Sounding Rocket Vehicle", Carole Flores
and James Andrews, NASA/GSFC/WFF.
Nominal Apogee Altitude: 724.2 Km
2a Apogee Altitude Dispersion (about the nominal): 52.6 Km
2a Low Apogee Altitude: 671.6 Km
Altitude vs. Time for 2o Low Flight: Figure 6-1
2a Impact Range Dispersion: 299.8 Km
6.2 DATA BASE DISPERSION
Source: Oata Base
Nominal Apogee Altitude: 724.2 Km
Apogee Altitude Mean Displacement: -5.8 Km
Apogee Altitude 2a Dispersion (about the mean): 50.2 Km
2o Low Apogee Altitude: 674 Km
Altitude vs. Time for 2a Low Flight: Figure 6-1
Cross Range Mean Displacement: 51.2 Km
Cross Range 2a Dispersion (about the mean): 277.0 Km
Down Range Mean Displacement: -27.4 Km
Down Range 2a Dispersion (about the mean): ?83.1 Km
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This report presents the results of a preflight mission analysis on the
following flight:
Name of Mission: Rlaclc Brant X 35.026 HE
Location of Launch Site: Andoya, Norway
Launcher: Universal II, 40 ft. rail travel
Proposed Date of Launch: December 1, 1989
Principal Scientific Investigator: Or. David Winningham, SWRI
Payload Manager: Mr. John van Overeem
Purpose of Mission: Ion acceleration studies.
Estimated Payload Weight: 439 Lbs
Predicted Apogee for Flight: 7?1.7 Km
Predicted Ballistic Impact Range for Flight: 78?.1 Km
Minimum Rigid Static Margin for Flight and Time of Occurrence: 4.ft cal or
83 in at
n sec
8 ?Aerodynamic Heating Index: 1.68 x 10 ft-lb/ft"
Apogee-Altitude 2a Dispersion: 50.0 Km
2a Low Apogee Altitude: 671.7 Km
Impact-Range 2 a Dispersion: ?65.4 Km
The comprehensive success criteria is 400 Km horizontal travel above 500 Km
altitude. This is met by the nominal trajectory. The minimum success criteria
is 200 Km above 500 Km altitude which is met by the ?o deviation from the
nominal trajectory. £-
SECTION 2 - LAUNCH VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
2.1 VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
Payload Configuration: Figure 2-1
Launch Configuration: Figure 2-2 .
2.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
















Weight - 439.00 Ib.
Length - 135.77 in.
CG - 82.77 in. TNT
«
IX - 3.00 slug-It"
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SECTION 3 - VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
3.1 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS RESULTS
Source: GEM 5-0
Launch Parameters: Payload Weight: 439 Lbs
After Nose Cone Separation: 386 Lbs
Launch Angles: M- OE, 283° AZ
Launcher: Universal II, 40 ft. rail travel
Launcher Latitude: 69.294186 Longitude: 16.070680
3.1.1 Nominal Trajectory
Nominal Events Sequence at Key Points of Flight: Table 3-1
Nominal Vehicle Performance: Figures 3-1 through 3-Q
Apogee Altitude: 721.7 Km
Time at Apogee Altitude: 484 Sec
Ballistic Impact Range: 782.1 Km
Time at Ballistic Impact: 907 "Sec
3.1.2 Aerodynamic Heating Index
8 ?Aerodynamic Heating Index: 1.68 x 10 ft-lb/ft
3.1.3 Drag Separation Analysis
Orag Separation Analysis: Table 3-2
Source: OR6SEP - Drag Separation Analysis Program
3.1.4 Experimenter's Success Criteria
The comprehensive success criteria is 400 Km horizontal travel above 500 Km
altitude. This is met by tfee nominal trajectory. The minimum success criteria
is 200 Km above 500 Km altitude which is met by the 2a deviation from the
nominal trajectory.
Table 3-1. Black Brant X 35.026 UE
Nominal Sequence of Events

















Pwr On, DIFP ON
S/P Release
DCM Strap Release



















































































































































































































SPS A OIFP Deploy
ACLP, ACEF, ACM
Boom Deploy
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY DIVISION ^o- . - i ^a- - . r3 r -
January 12, 1989
TO: Design Review Chairman
FROM: Richard P. Matthews. CSC/ACGS
SUBJECT: Design Review 35. 011/Winningham
Two magnetic ACS systems are to be flown from Norway in November
of 1989. Bach system is to align the vehicle with the negative
magnetic field line. That is. to point the nose of the vehicle
toward the South Magnetic Pole along the field line. The
maneuvers are to be done early in flight - there will be boom
deployments during maneuvering. There will be fixed time intervals
for the maneuvers provided by the TM timer, instead of a deadband
controller. There will be an initial pitch maneuver and an
update near apogee. There will be only the initial roll
maneuver. The telemetry timer will provide the timing for the
maneuvers .
The ACS package consists of a pneumatics and an electronic section
and is self contained. The pneumatics section consists of a high
pressure gas vessel (nitrogen gas is to be used), and the
required solenoid valves, nozzles, pressure regulator, and
monitoring transducers. The electronics system, which provides
driving signals to the solenoid valves, consists of a battery
power system, a three axis magnetometer, a single axis rate gyro,
and associated electronic cards .
The magnetometer and rate gyro provide servo -input signals. The
electronic servo system "processes" the spinning vehicle to the
desired attitude by properly timed and phased gas jets. The
timing and phasing have been determined and will be verified by
"operational" air bearing tests.
Sensor orientation can be seen in Figure I . The electronic
system block diagram is_ Figure II.
'atthews, AGCS
PRELIMINARY
35.011 Winningham Gas Budget
Given:
1. Worse case cone (ha) expected at ACS turnon of 10 degrees
2. Maximum misalignment to field angle of 30 degrees
3. Roll dispersion of .75 to 1.25 EPS
4. Tank pressure of 4060psia and regulator pressure set to give
valve inlet pressure of 300psia. Orifice to be .056 in.
5. In the beginning control configuration;
Pitch Moment of Inertia = 76 Slug-ft2
Roll Moment of Inertia = 4.8 Slug-ft2
Ratio = 76/4.8 =15.8
Pitch Moment Arm = 3.5 ft
4060 lb£/IN2 x 140 IN3 x ft
Mass = = 1.46 Ibm
1.05 x 55.15 ft-lbf/lbm-°R x 560 °R x 12 in
At SOOpsia Mass =(300 x 140)7(55.15x560x12) =0.11 Ibm
Impulse available— (1.46 - 0.11)65 = 87.8 Ibf-sec
n *?Assuming that a Pitch transverse acceleration of 2.8u/sec^
is confirmed by air bearing runs
Thrust required is
V-
Lbf = 76Slug-Ft2/3.5Ft x 2.8°/sec2 x 3.1416/180 deg
Thrust = 1.1 Ibf
Assuming « 26.8 second pointing maneuver, again confirmed by air
bearing runs
Impulse required is then l.llbf x 20 sec valves = 22 Ibf-sec
Cor the pitch maneuver.
Assuming ao initial roll rate of 1.25 RPS and a roll CCW throat
of 3.14 Ibf,
Accel = (3.14 x .75/4.7) x 180/3.1416 = 28.7 deg/sec2
Time = (450 - 360)/28.7 = 3,1 sec
Allowing a factor of two for roll valve cycling
Impulse = 3.14 x 3.1 x 2 = 19.5 Ibf-sec
Total impulse required equals
22 + 19.5 = 41.5 Ibf-sec
Safety margin for flight is then
(87.8/41.5) - 1 = 1.12 or 112 percent.
Schematics are attached.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Delvelco 3-Axis Magnetometer Model 89200C
Wallops Rate Gyro Package using a Honeywell GN90C1 Rate Gyro
Electronic Control Cards of Wallops Manufacture
Battery Pack of Wallops Manuf, 24 Af cells at 0.8 Ampere Hours
Power Switching Relay, Potter Brunfield TL17-0624
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
All spares will be tested for function.
All spare electronic components will be vibrated to "spares"
levels and retested for function and calibration.
Flight components will be vibrated with the payload and be reteste<
for function and calibration.









X and Y Magnetometer
Aft Looking Forward
The motor is separated, CG is forward of the ACS. To push the
payload toward the -6 vector, we want to push the ACS Can
towards the +B vector. This is accomplished by firing a nozzle when
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— f ACS SIGMAL GMD
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— ACS COMMAND LOGIC TM
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— RATE GYRO SIGNAL TM
SERVO SUM TM
TIMER 1 ROLL CMND
TIMER ^ ROLL CMND
ACS INT /EXT SELAY TM
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CENTAUR II B & C SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
(PLANNED NOMINAL TIME)
A. FEOS DEP
1. VEF CAL. (24 SEC. HIGH OR CLOSED)
B. DESPIN
C. PAYLAOD DEP.
2. VEF CABLE RELEASE
3. VEF BOOMS DEPLOY, POWER ON PULSE, DCM STRAP
RELESAE, ACLP CAL. (ACLP CAL. MUST HAVE A DURATION
OF 8 SEC. OR LONGER)
4. DCM BOOM DEPLOY, AREA DEPLOY
5. DIFP DEPLOY, DIFP ON, SPI, SIMS & AREA HIGH
VOLTAGE ON (24 SECONDS)
6. ACLP, ACM & ACLP BOOMS DEPLOY
7. ACEF, ACM & ACLP (2ND ANTENNA) DEPLOY
D. ACS ENABLE
E. ACS DISABLE
F. 2ND ACS ENABLE
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CG Offset in Z Axis: +.23 in
Thrust Offset in Y Axis: -.23 in




CG Offset in Z Axis: +.23 in
Thrust Offset in Y Axis: -.23 in
Thrust Offset in Z Axis: +.23 in
Tail Misalignment: .2°
Pitch/Roll Crossing Occurs at: ?4.S Sec
Pitch/Roll Crossing Frequency: 1.5 Cps
4.2.2 Despin Analysis
Source: Wallops Flight Facility Despin Program
Physical Properties/Roll-Rate Parameters: Table 4-2
Resulting Despin Weights Required (each): 119.ft grams/wt
Table 4-2. Black Rrant X 35.026 UE





















Ixx Booms Deployed - A.7 sl-ft
Booms despin payload to 1 cps nominally.
Initial Roll Rate = 5 = Final = 1.25 cps
Initial Roll Rate = 3 = Final = 0.75 cps
SECTION 6 - DISPERSION ESTIMATES
VERSION
of First, Second, and Third Staqes of
Sounding Rocket Vehicle" CarolP
•ndrews, NASA/GSFC/WFF. * Larole
'de: 721.7 Km
spersion (about the nominal): 5?.4 Km
e: K59.3 Km





persion (about the mean): 50.n Km
671.7 Km
Low Flight: Figure 6-1
Jcement: 51.2 Km
ion (about the'mean): 27fi Km
cement: -27.4 Km
pn (about the mean): 282.1 Km
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trajectory changes, these results should be considered final.
Bob Patterson
Enclosure: 1
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FOR DESIGN REVIEW OF 35.011 & 35.026
The 35.011 and 35.026 pay loads will be flown from Norway in the winter
campaign of 1989-90 and will be a continuation of the Centaur I program
flown frcm Cape Parry in December 1981 and the failed Centaur II
campaign launched fron Norway in January 1986. The experimenter is Dr.
Winningham from Southwest Research. No recovery is planned. The
following information is supplied in the format of Enclosure 1:
1. SYSTEM STATUS
The design of all WFF supplied systems is complete with the
exception of the TM section. The nose cone and ignition
sections woll be ordered soon.
2. WFF PROVIDED MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Wallops will supply the following mechanical systems and
hardware:
a. A standard magnetic ACS section with aft pullaway connector
cover. The 2 TRADAT antennas will be located on this
section.
b. A TM skin section containing 2 conponent decks plus two 61
pin umbys, 2 S-band antennas, TRADAT antennas (2)/ timer
access door, and a Bristol style V-band joint on both ends
with a WFF design separation cutting mechanism for the
forward joint. The experiment section will fasten to the
front of this skin with eight (8) 1/4-28 socket head
shoulder screws.
Wallops will supply, frcm Bristol, a modified FEOS nose cone
with LEO system and a standard ignition and separation housing.
The experiment section to be enclosed in the ejectable nose
cone is supplied by and will be discussed by Southwest
Research.
A drawing list for athis project is supplied as Enclosure 2.
3. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
See WFF Dwg. D-35-16922
4. SEPARATION DEVICES
The only Wallops supplied separation design is the V-band
cutter mechanism for the nose cone release system. The V-band
is a standard Bristol design with two halves held together by
four t6 screws. These four screws are severed by two blades
90° and 270° on the pay load. The cutting of the
achieved by the use of one 6104 Holex cartridge in
e two cutter housings (B-GEN-13481). The cutter
re a threaded design developed by Wallops but very
the Bristol and Sandia cutters. This cutter design
successfully on 29.091, 35.006, 31.041, 31.036,
3 35.010. It should be noted that for this flight,
e for 35.010, the thread on the cutter housing has
ed from 1/2-13 to 1/2-20 thread to allow a larger
a at the weakest part of the cutter.
ration devices in the payload included the standard
t X separation system and the despin system, both in
r housing; and the nose cone deployment (spring)
o supplied as standard Black Brant hardware. The
at ion springs will push off from the ACS component
h will house the separating ignition connector and
rap" cover.
YSIS
al joints on this payload are standard 17.26 in. dia.
sign V-band joints which have flown successfully many
should be noted that the shear lip diameter for the
I.D. joint has been increased by .027 in. to allow
ance in the front end (See WFF Dwg. 3-35-16938).
Iso done on the 35.006 and 35.009 >tezer BBX payloads











ew design Wallops supplied system fcr this payload is
tion. This section is composed of two telemetry and
deck plates. The two deck plates contain the
as presented in Enclosure 3. The two decks are
ogether by four 3/4 in. square stand offs. The
k is fastened radially through the skin by eight (8)
shoulder bolts. The skin section is 17 in. long and
.100 in. thick. The skin contains cutouts for a
ss door, lift off switches, two (2) 61 pin umby
Also mounted to the skin section are the 2 S-band
d antennas, and the deployment gun mounting blocks.
mechanical systems, i.e., nose cone and igniter
ction, are standard Bristol systems and each will
s own separation system. Using information supplied
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Com; tier Sciences Corporation
Applii .1 Technology Company
January 10, 1989
MEMORANDUM
TO: John Van Overeem, Payload Manager
FROM: James K. Diehl, Instrumentation Engineer
SUBJECT: Instrumentation System Design for Payloads 31.011 & 35.026
Winningham/SwRI
Introduction
Payloads 35.011 & 35.026 are to be launched from Andenes, Norway in December
1989. The instrumentation system on each payload will telemeter scientific
data from nine onboard experiments. Also included will be ACS data, vehicle
performance data and housekeeping data. Both payloads will be aligned to the
magnetic field by a magnetic ACS. Both payloads are identical in design, and
similar to payload 35.010.
Telemetry System Description
The telemetry system contains three downlink S-8and systems, one being an
FM/FM link @ 2251.5 MHz and the others are two PCM/FM links @ 2265.5 MHz &
2279.5 MHz. The FM/FM link contains IRIG channels 3 through 17, F, H, J, & L.
Both the PCM/FM links will operate at 800 Kbits/Sec (810-1). Both PCM
encoders will be located in the experiment section of the payload, due to the
large volume of interfacing harness. A TRADAT ranging system is used for
trajectory data. The following are some of the parameters of these systems.
TM #1 FM/FM
Carrier Frequency ' 2251.5 MHz
Carrier Deviation 7^50 KHz
I.F. Bandwidth 3.3 MHz
Video Bandwidth 750 KHz
RF Safety Factor 7.3 dB
TM *2 PCM/FM
•_
Carrier Frequency "~~ 2265.6 MHz
Carrier Deviation +800 KHz
I.F. Bandwidth 3.3 MHz
Video Bandwidth 2 MHz
RF Safety Factor 5.3 dB
TM 13 PCM/FM
Carrier Frequency 2279.5 MHz
Carrier Deviation from PCM _+800 KHz
Carrier Deviation from TRADAT +200 KHz
Building F-10/VVFF
Wallops Island. Virginia 23337
804.824.1298
Combined Carrier Deviation +860 KHz
I.F. Bandwidth 1.3 MHz
Video Bandwidth 2 MHz
RF Safety Factor 4.3 dB
TRADAT
Uplink Carrier Frequency 550 MHz
Uplink Carrier Deviation +40 KHz
Tradat Modulation 7.906 Kbit BI0-L
Uplink Transmitter Power 200 Watts Min.
RF Uplink Safety Factor 7.9 dB
Trajectory data will be obtained from TRADAT which will be combined with PCM
using a TRADAT/PCM video combiner. The amplifiers in the standard combiner
design, will have to be upgraded for the combiner to operate properly at 800
Kbit.
Acceleration data will be measured in three axis using Setra accelerometers.
The thrust axis accelerometer will be conditioned to a +40G, -10G range. Both
lateral accelerometers will be conditioned to a +5G range.
Attitude data will be obtained from two sources; one a three axis magnetometer
for magnetic aspect angle, and two a horizon sensor for horizon crossing
aspect angle. Together these two attitude sources will give absolute attitude
data. The horizon sensor data will be telemetered in both analog and digital
form. The digital horizon sensor data will include high resolution "time
event" data defining sky/earth and earth/sky horizon crossings. Magnetometer
calibrations are planned at Greenbelt, Maryland.
Housekeeping data will consist of the usual squib current, bus voltage, bus
current, transmitter temperatures, and other miscellaneous monitors.
Two Wallops wraparound S-Band antennas will be used. TM links #1 and #3 will
be diplexed to one antenna and TM link #2 will be transmitted via the other
antenna. The Tradat uplink will be received with a pair of PSL stub antennas,
which will be mounted on the ACS skin.
The following is a list of attachments:
1. FM Measurement List
2. FM Pre-Emphasis Analysis
3. PCM #1 Measurement List i;
4. PCM #2 Measurement List
5. PCM Formats
6. PCM Stacking Arrangements
7. RF Downlink Analysis
8. RF Uplink Analysis













































Thrust Accel . +40G,
X-Axis Accel . +5G
Y-Axis Accel. .+5G
3rd Stage Mtr Press
2nd Stage Mtr Press
Mag X Roll #1



























































































































RF DB Ref Dev
Dev Level Ratio
3606.7 234.5 0 dB .427
3606.7 234.5 0 .798










































I.F. Bandwidth = 3.3 MHz
Carrier Deviation = ±750 KHz
v-
V-
Sf = 7.3 dB + 12 dB = 19.3 dB Carrier S/N 9 Apogee
35.011 & 35.026
SWRI/Winningham





















































































































































































































































































































































































Reg 2 LSB Alt
Reg 2 MSB Alt
Reg 3 LSB Alt































































































































(D) ACM Log 'B
(D) ACM Log 'E
(D) ACM Log ES
(D) ACM Log EL
(D) ACM Log B
(D) ACEF ELF V1-V2
(0) ACEF ELF V3-V1
(D) ACEF ELF V4-V3
(D) ACEF ELF ES
(D) ACEF ELF V2-V4
Area PPS Cur Mon
Area PPS +V Mon
Area PPS -HV Mon
Area PPS -V Mon
Area HVPS Cur Mon
Area HVPS +V Mon
Area HVPS -V Mon
Area HVU 28V Mon











Exp +5V Reg Mon
0-5V Auto Calibrator
Mag Roll X-Axis (27.0)































































































































































































































































































FIMS B Data (Muxed)
FIMS B EA PPS STEPS
FIMS B MA PPS STEPS
Major Frame Count LSB
Major Frame Count MSB
Horizon Sensor Reg 1 LSB
Horizon Sensor Reg 1 MSB
Horizon Sensor Reg 2 LSB Alt
Horizon Sensor Reg 2 MSB Alt
Horizon Sensor Reg 2 LSB Alt
Horizon Sensor Reg 3 MSB Alt
(Bit) Parallel Dig Mon A
i r^ » »• ** «• . . * . . -
Time Slot














































































































































(Bit) Parallel Dig Mon B
Time Slot



































































































VEF Boom Fwd +Y Pos
VEF Boom Fwd -Y Pos
VEF Boom Aft +X Pos
VEF Boom Aft -X Pos
DIFP Temp Mon
DIFP Input I Mon
(D) DIFP Data Defl Rtd
(D) DIFP Data Current





FIMS Bias H.V. 1
















Exp +5V Reg Mon
0-5V Auto Calibrator
Mag Roll X-Axis (27Q-)









































































































































































































































































































ACS +28V Buss V
ACS +5V Buss V
ACS Relay Mon
Thrust Accel +40G, -10G
X-Axis Accel +56
Y-Axis Accel j[5G
TM #1 +28V Buss V
TM n +28V Buss V
TM #3 +28V Buss V
Exp +28V Batt V/Lanyard Sw #2
TM #1 +28V Buss Current
TM #2 +23V Buss Current
TM #3 +28V Buss Current
Exp +28V Batt Current
Pyro Pwr Buss V
TM +5V Buss V
TM #1 Transmitter Temp
TM #2 Transmitter Temp
TM #3 Transmitter Temp
Nose Cone Breakwire
TM Systems Relay Mon
2nd Stage Motor Press
3rd Stage Motor Press
2nd Stage SCM #1
2nd Stage SCM *2
3rd Stage SCM #1
3rd Stage SCM #2
Nose Cone Eject SCM
VEF Sphere Release SCM
DCM-Sphere/VEF Boom Deploy SCM
DCM Mast/Area/SPI Deploy SCM
DIFP Slide Deploy SCM
ACLP/ACM/ACEF Booms Deploy SCM
ACLP/ACM/ACEF Loop^Deploy SCM
Exp Pwr B/U Cmd Mon
ACLP Cal Cmd Mon
Exps HV Cmd Mon




















































































































































































































































































Sf = Pt + Gt + Gr - S/N - Bf - PL - Df
Sf = Safety Factor (dB's)
Pt = 8 Watts (Min) = 9 dBw (Transmitter Power)
Gt = -6 dB = S-Band Wraparound Antenna Gain
Gp = 43.2 dB for 20' Dish <a 2265.5 MHz = 40.2 dB @ 50% Efficiency
-3 dB for Polarization Mismatch (Linear to Circular) = 37.2 dB
S/N = 15 dB for PCM/FM @ 1 x 10'6 BER
= 12 dB for FM/FM
Bf = 10 Log1Q KTSB K = 1.38 x 10'23 joules/°K
B = 3.3 MHz IF Bandwidth
Bf = -138.2 dB T = 331°K @ 15 dB/°K 6/T
Measured T = 191°K @ 16.8 dB/°K3 •
P/L = Path Loss = 20 Log1Q C(4irFR)/C]
F = 2265.5 MHz
R = 800 Km Max Slant Range
C = 2.997925 x 108 Meters/Sec
PL = 157.6 dB
Df = 0.5 dB for loss between antenna and pre-amp on conical scan converter
+1.0 dB for diplexer insertion loss = 1.5 dB




Sf = +4.3 dB for TM #3 (PCM #2 800 Kbit Oiplexed)
S, = 9 dB + (-6 dB) + 37.2 dB - 15 dB - (-138.2 dB) - 157.6 dB - 0.5 dB =
r
 5.3 dB
Sf = +5.3 dB for TM #2 (PCM #1 800 Kbit)
S- = 9 dB + (-6 dB) + 37.2 dB - 12 dB - (-138.2 dB) - 157.6 dB - 1.5 dB =
r
 7.3 dB







Sf = Pt + Gt + Gp - S/N - Bf - PL
Sf = Safety Factor (dB's)
Pt = Power Transmitted = 25 Watts = 14 dBw or 200 Watts = 23 dBw
Gt = Transmitting Antenna Gain for Helix = 9 dB - 3 dB
(Polarization Mismatch) = 6 dB
Gf = Payload Receiving Antenna Gain = -9 dB for PSL Stubs on 17" Dia. Skin
S/N = 13 dB for (Tradat) = 1 x 10"5 BER
Bf = 10 Log1Q KTSB K = 1.38 x 10"23 joules/°K
8 = 150 KHz I.F. Bandwidth
TS = (Nf - 1) x 290°K
N.F. = Noise Figure = 7 dB Max
N, = Noise Factor
N.F. = 10 Log1Q Nf
Nf = 5.012
T = 1163°K
Bf = -146.2 dB = Noise Pwr Bandwidth
PL = Path Loss = 20 Log1Q C(4irFR)/C]
F = 550 MHz
R = 800 Km Max Slant Ranp
C = 2.997925 x 108
PL = 145.3 dB
Sf = 14 dB + 6 dB + (-9 dB) - 13 dB - (-146.2 dB) - 145.3 dB = -1.1 dB
Sf = -1.1 dB for 25 Watt Transmitter
Sf = 23 dB + 6 dB * (-9 dB) - 13 dB - (-146.2 dB) - 145.3 dB = +7.9 dB








































































































































8W Xmitter 2251.5 MHz
8W Xmitter 2265.5 MHz












Curr. Sensor Sig. Cond.
Current Sensor
Current Sensor





VCO (560 KHz) +15%
VCO (300 KHz) +15%
VCO (165 KHz) +15%
VCO (93 KHz) +15%
VCO (52.5 KHzJ +7.5%
VCO (40 KHz) +7.5%
VCO (30 KHz) +7.5%
VCO (22 KHz) +7.5%
vco (rr.s KHZ! +7.5%
VCO (10.5 KHz) +7.5%
VCO (7.35 KHz) +7.5%
VCO (5.4 KHz) +7.5%
VCO (3.9 KHz) +7.5%








Micro PCM Encoder #1
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TO: Payload Manager 35.011 & 35.026
FROM: Electrical Systems Engineer, Mike Smolinski
SUBJECT: Design Review Input
Changes Since Last Flight
1. Removed scan motor battery and control circuits.
2. Added power control circuits for TM Link #3.
3. Changed pyro circuits to accommodate mission requirements.
Power Requirements
Current Batt. Type Capacity
System (Amps) (Silver Cells) (Minutes)
TM 1, TM 2, TM 3 7.5A HR5DC-6 >60
Experiment 7.0A HR5DC-6 >60
Pyro System
The pyro functions w i l l be fired from 24 "Af" Ni-cads with Raymond timers.
Pyro inhibit w i l l be accomplished with 50K altitude switches.
Power Back-Up
All systems w i l l be backed up with Lanyard lift-off switches. These switches
will also remove all voltage potential from the umbilical pins.
Timer Functions
Experiment Timers Pyro Timers
VEF Cal N/C Deploy
Expt Pwr Back-up VEF SPH Fwd/Aft
ACLP Cal DCM SPH, VEF Booms
DIFP On Expt HV On DCM SPH, Area SP1
ACS Roll DIFP SLD
ACS Pitch 2 ACLP/ACM/ACEF Booms
ACS Pitch 1 ACLP/ACM/ACEF Loop
Reset Monitor Reset Monitor
Building F-10/WFF




TM Power Schematic D-35.011 Sheet 1
Expt Power Schematic D-35.011 Sheet 2
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January 12, 1989
TO: Deei^ n Review Chairman
FROM: Richard P. Matthews, CSC/ACGS
SUBJECT: Design Review 35.011/Winningham
Two magnetic ACS systems are to be flown from Norway in November
of 1989. Each system is to align the vehicle with the negative
magnetic field line. That is, to point the nose of the vehicle
toward the South Magnetic Pole along the field line. The
maneuvers are to be done early in flight - there will be boom
deployments during maneuvering. There will be fixed time intervals
for the maneuvers provided by the TM timer, instead of a deadband
controller. There will be an initial pitch maneuver and an
update near apogee. There will be only the initial roll
maneuver. The telemetry timer will provide the timing for the
maneuvers.
The ACS package consists of a pneumatics and an electronic section
and is self contained. The pneumatics section consists of a high
pressure gas vessel (nitrogen gas is to be used), and the
required solenoid valves, nozzles, pressure' regulator, and
monitoring transducers. The electronics system, which provides
driving signals to the solenoid valves, consists of a battery
power system, a three axis magnetometer, a single axis rate gyro,
and associated electronic cards.
The magnetometer and rate gyro provide servo-input signals. The
electronic servo system "processes" the spinning vehicle to the
desired attitude by properly timed and phased gas jets. The
timing and phasing have been determined and will be verified by
"operational" air bearing tests.
Sensor orientation can be seen in Figure I. The electronic
system block diagram is -Figure II.
thews, A6CS
PRELIMINARY
35.011 Winningham Gas Budget
Given:
1. Horse case cone (ha) expected at ACS turnon of 10 degrees
2. Maximum misalignment to field angle of 30 degrees
3. Roll dispersion of .75 to 1.25 RPS
4. Tank pressure of 4060psia and regulator pressure set to give
valve inlet pressure of 300psia. Orifice to be .056 in.
5. In the beginning control configuration;
Pitch Moment of Inertia = 76 Slug-ft2
Roll Moment of Inertia = 4.8 Slug-ft2
Ratio = 76/4.8 =15.8
Pitch Moment Arm = 3.5 ft
4060 lbf/I»2 x 140 IN3 x ft
Mass = = 1.46 Ibm
1.05 x 55.15 ft-lbf/lbm-°R x 560 °R x 12 in
At 300psia Mass =(300 x 140)7(55.15x560x12) = 0.11 Ibm
Impulse available •= (1.46 - 0.11)65 = 87.8 Ibf-sec
O 7Assuming that a Pitch transverse acceleration of 2.8u/sec^
is confirmed by air bearing runs
Thrust required is
Lbf = 76Slug-Ft2/3.5Ft x 2.8°/sec2 x 3.1416/180 deg
Thrust = 1.1 Ibf
Assuming « 26.8 second pointing maneuver, again confirmed by air
bearing runs
Impulse required is then l.llbf x 20 sec valves - 22 Ibf-sec
£or the pitch maneuver.
r011 CCW
Accel c (3.14 x .75/4.7) x 180/3.1416 = 28.7 deg/sec2
Time = (450 - 360)/28.7 = 3 . 1 sec
Allowing a factor of two for roll valve cycling
Impulse = 3.14 x 3.1 x 2 = 19.5 Ibf-sec
Total impulse required equals
22 + 19.5 = 41.5 Ibf-sec
Safety margin for flight is then
(87.8/41.5) - 1 = 1.12 or 112 percent.
Schematics are attached.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Delvelco 3-Axis Magnetometer Model #9200C
Wallops Rate Gyro Package using a Honeywell GN90C1 Rate Gyro
Electronic Control Cards of Wallops Manufacture
Battery Pack of Wallops Manuf, 24 Af cells at 0.8 Ampere Hours
Power Switching Relay, Potter Brumfield TL17-0624
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
All spares will be tested for function.
to
testin




X and Y Magnetometer
Aft Looking Forward
The motor is separated, CG 1s forward of the ACS. To push the
payload toward the -6 vector, we want to push the ACS Can
towards the +6 vector. This is accomplished by firing a nozzle when














































Y-A* is lateral Output
Y-A*is lateral Output
t28V Power I-nput
Pwr, Si$, Cas4 G»d
2.5V Bias Output









BUFFERED MAGNSTWULTER V TM
QUFFEKtD


































































j— f PITCH VALVES TM
—*• ROLL VALVtS TM













TIMER 1 ROLL CMND
'• | TIMER 2 ROLL CMND
i | ACS INT/E*T ?ELAY TM
i TIMER 1 PITCH CMND!
 i — TIMER z PITCH CMNQ
J 3 I I | TAKJK TEMPERATURE TM

















— ACS 4-28V TM
GVT^O TEMP TM
KCS »NT 1PUJ^ BNCJI\U^ uOLO
— ACS 2?V TO LOLO
2^00-WO-SOVO
NOTES:
\. Tnt iHIELOS DM THf VAlWf TM
MONHOHS ARE PRIMAVICV Fflff
PAVI.WB PS5Ttt.Tiow
2. THf 101.0 'S uiJA^ur A LIFT -ope
'.AKiyArf^ iwrftM 'juHiCH CLOtcS

















A. FEOS DEP 73
1. VEF CAL. (24 SEC. HIGH OR CLOSED) 104
B. DESPIN 107
C. PAYLAOD DEP. Ill
2. VEF CABLE RELEASE 113
3. VEF BOOMS DEPLOY, POWER ON PULSE, DCM STRAP 115
RELESAE, ACLP CAL. (ACLP CAL. MUST HAVE A DURATION
OF 8 SEC. OR LONGER)
4. DCM BOOM DEPLOY, AREA DEPLOY 120
5. DIFP DEPLOY, DIFP ON, SPI, SIMS & AREA HIGH
VOLTAGE ON (24 SECONDS) • 121
6. ACLP, ACM & ACLP BOOMS DEPLOY 124
7. ACEF, ACM & ACLP (2ND ANTENNA) DEPLOY 127
D. ACS ENABLE 130
E. ACS DISABLE 180
F. 2ND ACS ENABLE APOGEE
G. 2ND ACS DISABLE 50 SEC LATER
H. IMPACT
